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Abstract 
In an earlier paper, the author developed a formula Ibr the trace class multiplier 
norm of a matrix of rank at most 2. In this article, applications of this formula are given. 
In the main result we suppose that .I"1 . . . . .  .L  and g~,... ,g,, are given sets of complex 
numbers. A description isgiven of the union of the numerical ranges of the product FG 
as F and G run over all n × n normal matrices with the given sets as 
eigenvalues. O 1999 Elsevier Science inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
This article is the continuation of [2]. The trace multiplier norm of a general 
p × q matrix A is given by 
IIAIIrM = supIIA o (~ ® q*)llvR, (1) 
where o denotes the Hadarnard (entrywise) product of matrices and I] []TR is the 
trace norm, defined as the sum of the singular values. The supremum in Eq. (1) 
is taken over all unit column vectors ~ and q of lengths p and q, respectively. 
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We start by presenting Lemma 2.3 of [2] in a different setting. Let o~ denote 
the real vector space of Hermitian 2 x 2 matrices, and let g := -g:O~. Then g is 
a real inner product space with the inner product 
(nl,xl)  • (H2,x2) = tr(HiH2) + 2xlx2. 
Furthermore, for H a 2 × 2 positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix, we de- 
fine the element 
E,  = (H, v/det(H))  
of ~. 
Lemma 1. A = BC* where B and C are p x 2 and q x 2 matrices, respectively. 
Then 
IIAIITM = sup EB, * Ee,, (2) 
I,$ 
where/~t = B*diag(tl , . . .  ,tp)B, C~ = ¢7*dlag(s!,... Sq)C and the supremum in 
Eq. (2) is taken over all nonnegative p-tuples t summing to 1 and over all non- 
negative q-tuples  summing to 1. 
The Lemma states that the question of evaluating the trace multiplier norm 
of a rank two matrix can be interpreted as that of maximizing the inner product 
E~ • E., in ~ as the elements E~, E2, respectively, range over complicated subsets 
~'j and d', of &'. Exploiting this interpretation is one theme of this article. 
2. Maximal spectral distance problem 
The maximal spectral distance problem was solved by Holbrook et al. [5] 
(see also Ref. [7]). Let f i , . . .  , f ,  and gl , . . .  ,g, be given sets of complex num- 
bers. Let F and G be n x n normal matrices with the given sets of eigenvalues. 
How large can the operator norm I I IF-  Gill be? It is pointed out in Ref. [2] 
that this is equivalent o computing the trace multiplier norm of the matrix 
LI) -  gk)jk. It is also proved there that it suffices to consider the problem for 
2 x 2 matrices. However, Holbrook and his coauthors gave a geometric de- 
scription of the maximal spectral distance. We now give an alternative ap- 
proach to this aspect of their result. 
In the special case that the line passing through .f~ and jr., is not parallel to 
the line passing through gl and g2, we can assume after translating simulta- 
neously the eigenvalues, that If, l = If21 and that Ig, I = Ig21. So, we will denote 
fj =//zj and g~ = ywk where/3 and ;, are positive and zj and wk are on the unit 
circle. 
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In fact, the geometry is substantially easier to describe if one considers in- 
stead the ertirely equivalent problem of maximizing IIIF + Gill and we will take 
that approach ere. 
We obtain 
as z runs over the line segment L from Zl to z2 and w runs over the line segment 
M from w~ to w2. The problem then is to maximize the quantity 
~ 'w + v/l - Iz]2x/l  -[w[ 2, (3) 
with respect o the :,ame constraints. But Eq. (3) is seen to be the inner product 
Z ® W of points Z = (z,--V/I -I 12) and W = (w, ..V/1- iwl:) lying on a unit 
hemisphere in C ® R having the unit circle in C a~ its equator. As z moves over 
the line segment L, the point Z runs over the small semicircle L in the hemi- 
sphere. Similarly, as w runs over M, W runs over a small semicircle M. 
The problem of maximizing the inner product of Z and W is the same as that 
of minimizing the distance. Now there are two cases. 
• The line segments L and M meet. In that case, the small semicircles [ and 
also meet and the minimum diztance between Z and W is zero. In this case, 
we find 11(.6 + gk)jkllTm -- f t+ ~'" 
• The line segments L and M do nt, t meet (see Fig. 1). In this case, it is geo- 
metrically obvious (~md easily verified h~" elementary t;,dc~lus) that the 
points Z and W are closest when they aic :~ one or other endpoint of/~ 
and .~4, respectively. In ,his case, we find 
I1 ) * gk)/kll'rm = ii j i  -~  k),kll . (4) 
The special case where the eigenvalues lie on parallel ines, can be handled 
by making small perturbations and it is easy to see that Eq. ~4~ applies. 
w 2 
Z2 
w I Zl 
Fig. I. Case where L and M do not meet. 
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3. Products of normal matrices 
Let f l , . . .  ,f, and g~,... ,g~ be given sets of complex numbers. Let F and G 
be n x n normal matrices with the given sets of eigenvalues. Let = be a point of 
W(FG), the numerical range [4] of the product FG. What can be said about z. 
We provide a complete, if involved answer to this question. For another esult 
about the numerical range of matrix products, see Ref. [1]. 
First, let us establish the connection between umerical ranges and the trace 
multiplier norm. 
Lemma 2. Let F, G be nornlal n x n matrices with eigent alues J i , f  2,.. . ,.In and 
gl,g2,.. .  ,g,, respectively. For z be a point of W(FG) and 2 E C, 
12 -4- zl I1( . -4- Jjgk)j, IITM" (5) 
Proof. To establish Eq. (5) we have by the definition of the numerical range, 
z = ~*FG~ for some unit vector ~. There is a unitary matrix ~ with/~ ~ = el 
where {e l , . . . ,e ,}  is the canonical orthonormal basis. Since F and G are 
normal, there are unitary matrices U! and V~ such that 
F = U 7diag(Ji, . . . ,  f , )U, ,  G = ~*diag(gt,...,g,,)Vt. 
Therefore 
z = e~' tE U~'diag(Ji,... ,,[;,)U, Vl*diag(g,,... ,g,,)~ Wl*e, 
= e~' U* diag(l i , . . .  , . l ; ,)Ur*diag(z,, . . . ,  g ,) Ve~, 
ilcre U = U~ W~* and V = V~ W~*. Since U and V are unitary, we find 
.i,k,( 
= t r (W' ( ( [~]  ® [vk,])o (2 + ~gk))) ,  (6) 
where W is the unitary matrix UV*. Now, by definition of the trace multiplier 
norm, 
o [e,,])o + J)gk)IITR ~ I1(;. + ~g*)IITM" (7) 
Since W' has operator norm bounded by 1 and Eq. (5) follows from Eqs. (6) 
and (7). [] 
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For t = (tj) and s = (se) in Y~,,, the compact  simplex of all nonnegative n- 
tuples summing to unity, we will denote systematically the weighted means and 
standard deviations by 
f(t)  = Zt J j ,  g(s)= Zsege, 
,p(t) - t j l~ - / ( t ) l  z - t j t ,  l f j  - AI  2 
"= y j<k  
J 'Z ,Ix - s ,~g, , -  g(s ) l  = s~s, , , Ig~- g,,,I-. 
V t'= ! V t<m 
Theorem 3. The O,pical member " of W(FG) can be written 
z= f(t)g(s) +e, 
where 
I~[ <- ,p(t)~(~). 
for some choice t and s of nonnegative n-tup/es umming to unity. 
Proof. Since (2 +t)gk)jk is a rank 2 matrix, we can use (2) with 
B = " and C = " " , 
,~ j;, l g,, 
or ([2], Lemma 2.3) to write the square of the r ight-hand side of  Eq. (5) in the 
form 
sup Ztjs,12 +.fjgtiZ x /Zs ,  s,,,ig ~ _ ]2 , (8) 
' - ' t -  V -  v, m 
where the supremum is taken over all positive .,-tuples t and s summing to 
unity. Setting now 2 = r~o where r > 0 and ,~ lies in O, the closed unit disk in 
C. we find 
f 
r21~)l e+ 2rgl~Sz + z 2 <~ sup/r2to)  ~ + 2r~f ( t )g (s )  
I,.'¢ t 
I 
\ j , f  
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After cancelling off the term rZltol 2 from both sides of Eq. (9) arzd dividing b) r 
we let r tend to infinity to find 
~R~z~< sup{ Ot-~f(t)g(s) + Itol~;o(t)qJ(s)}. 
t,s 
Further, this leads to 
inf sup{91~Cr(t)g(s) - z) + Itol~o(t)~(s)} >1 o. 
Next we use an application of the following version of von Neumann's 
Minimax Theorem. The reader may consult ([3], Theorem 7.1) for a slightly 
different version. 
Minimax Theorem. Let P and M be compact convex subsets of Euclidean spaces. 
Let 0: M x P --~ R be a jointly continuous function such that 
® For each fixed p ~. P, m~-~O(m,p) is concave on M. 
• For each fixed m E M, p~-~O(m,p) is convex on P. 
Then 
sup infO(m,p) = inf supO(m,p). 
mEM pEP pEP mEM 
We thus obtain 
sup inf { ~l~(f(t)g(s) - z) + Itolq~(t)ff~(s) } ~ o. 
l,s tO 
( lo) 
The key points in applying the Minimax Theorem are that the jointly contin- 
uous function 
o: ((~,,t ,s)~e~JCf(t)g(s)  - =) + I,ol,p(t)O(s) 
is 
• A convex function of co on D for each fixed t and s. 
® A jointly concave function of (t,s) on Y.,, x Z,, for each fixed to. 
To see this last point, we compute 
020 
~tj0---~k = -I~ol (q~(t)) -t ~ (s) ~ - ¼ I,ol(~o(t))-3 qt(s)%(t)% (t), 
020 
- ~Jl-(6fjg,, + ¼[o,[(~p(t))-t(O(s)) -l ,, ,pj(t)~,m(s), 
OtiOs,,, 
020 
Os,Os., = -I~ol,¢(t)(q,(s) - '  ~g,~,,, - ¼ I~ol q~(t)(q,(s) )-s qJ, (s)q,m (s), 
where ~oj(t) = (iLl 2 - 2'J1Lf(t)) and ~m(S) = (Ig.I z - 2~gmg(S)). The Hessian 
of 0 is now seen to be nonpositive definite, since both of the block matrices 
((,to, (tp(t))-' qg(s)9{j~)# ( -~~f jg , , , ) j , , , )  
(-~?6fkge)e, (I,olo, (t)(O(s))-~Olge~)em 
and 
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((~O(t))_36,(s)qgj(l)qg~(t))jk (--(qg(t))-'(O(S))--'qgj(t)~km(S))jm) 
(--(qg(t))-l(~(S))-iq~k(t)~le(S))ek (qg(t)(O(S))-3~lle(S)Om(S))em 
are aonnegative definite. Thus Eq. (10) is established. 
, akmg ~o such that I,ol = 1 and 9F~(f(t)g(s) - z) = - [ f ( t )g (s )  - z l, we find 
from Eq. (10) that 
sup {- I f ( t )g (s )  - zl + q~(t)~k(s)} >t O. 
I,S 
By compactness, this supremum is attained and the conclusion follows. I--1 
Conversely, we have the following result. 
Theorem 4. Suppose that there exist nonnegative n-tuples t and s summing to 
unity such that 
Iz - f ( t )g(s) t  <<. ~o(~)$(s). (11) 
Then, there exists a unitao, matr ix U and a unit vector ~j such that 
z = ¢*diag(f~,... , f , )Udiag(gl , . . . ,  g,,)U* ¢. 
Proof. If the inequality in Eq. (11) is strict, we start by moving t along the line 
segment joining its original position to one of the extreme points of Y,,. Since, 
at such an extreme point, ~p vanishes, equality in Eq. (l l) must obtain at some 
point along this line segment. Hence, without loss of generality we may assume 
that 
Iz - f ( t )g(s) l  = tp(t),/l(s). (12) 
Let us define ~j = v~ and qe = v/~ '. Let V be a partial isometry, yet to be 
selected, isometric from qi to ~± with Vq = 0 arid V*g = 0. We take U to be 
the unitary matrix ~ @ q* + V. Then U*~ = q and hence 
~* diag(j i , . . . ,  f, )Udiag(gl, . . . ,  g,, )U* 
= ~*diag(f~,... ,.L,)(~ ~ q* + V)diag(gl,... ,g,,)q 
= f ( t )g(s )  + (~* o f ' )V (g  o q). (]3) 
Let P and Q be orthogonal projections on ~ and q i  respectively. Then 
IIQ(g o ,7)112 = (g o q)* (I - -n  ® q*)(g o q) 
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so that I Ia(go,7) l l  = ~(s) and similar ly I1(~* o f ' )P I I  = m(t). Thus  w~ m~y 
choose V so that (~* o f ' )V (g  o ~) equal~: any preassigned complc:, number of 
absolute value q~(t)d/(s). In particular, in light of Eq. (10), with suitable choice 
of V we have 
z -  f ( t )g(s)  = (¢* o f ' )V (g  o ~). 
By Eq. (13), z = ~*diag(fl,... ,f~)Udiag(gl,... ,g~)U*~ as required. I3 
For X and Y nonempty subsets of { 1,2,... ,n} we will denote ~:(~, #) the 
subset of the complex plane given by Eq. (11) for some t, s E Y.~ and with tj = 0 
for j ¢ X and se = 0 for ~ ¢ Yo Then we have 
Theorem 5. Let f t , . . . ,  f ,  and gl , . . . ,  g,, be given sets of  complex number.;'. Let z 
be a complex number. Then the following are equivalent: 
® z E Olxl,lvl <- 3 ~(X ,  Y). 
• There exist normal matrices F and G with eigenvalues f l , . . .  ,fn m,d g l , . . .  ,g,, 
respectively, such that z E W(FG). 
Proof. By Theorems 3and 4 it remains only to show that if Eq. (11) holds, then 
it holds for some t and s carried by subsets of cardinality at most three. The 
proof of this resembles ([2], Theorem 3.1 and 4. l). By a limiting argument, we 
can assume without loss of generality that no four of the points f l , . . .  , f ,  lie on 
a circle or straight line and similarly for g l , . . . ,  g,,. We consider the function 
:,i:~,) = I=-f(t)g(s)l 2 -(q>(t))2($(s)) 2"
Eq. (11) holds if and only if h takes values less than or equal to zero. We 
consider the minimum value taken by h. We find the existence of a Lagrange 
multiplier 2 such that, for each j, either tj = 0 or Oh/~tj = 2. Since 
0h ( , 2 )  
O--~j = 291J)f(t) ~-~selge, - ~g(s)  - (O(s))21J~l 2 
f 
we find that the submatrix of 
' l  ~f~ ~ft Iftl 2 
1 9~f2 ~J~ IJSI 2 
i i : " 
kl ~f,, ~f, IJ;,l" 
(14) 
with rows corresponding to tj > 0 has rank at most three. But since every 
quartet from f t , . . . , f ,  fails to be concentric, every 4 × 4 submatrix of Eq. (14) 
has rank 4. Hence, tj > 0 for at most three values of j. A similar argument with 
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IJl, I. I. 
.;.0 ,!o .,~ , :o . .  . 
-!.0, 
Fig. 2. Three families of ellipses. 
the s derivatives hows that the minimum is taken at a point where se > 0 for at 
most three values of g. I--1 
Numerical simulations uggest hat in Theorem 5 it is not possible to use 
smaller blocks X x Y (up to an including sizes 2 x 3 and 3 x 2). 
A most interesting situation occurs in the case n = 2. For t fixed, the set of z 
satisfying Eq. (1 l) for some s is the solid ellips e ~( t )  with foci at f(t)gl and 
f(t)g2 and with , V / 12 12. major axis of length Ig~ - g'l tl I~ + t21f2 In the limiting 
case tl = l,t2 = 0, the ellipse ~( t )  reduces to the line segment from flgl to fig2. 
In the other limiting case tl = 0, t2 = 1. it reduces to the line segment from f2g~ 
to f2g2. As t varies between the two extremes, ,~(t) sweeps out the relevant set. 
We can of course reverse the roles of t and s and sweep out the same set with a 
second family of ellipses ~#(s). Finally, we can consider the product 
M(U) = diag( f l , . . .  ,f,,)Udiag(gl,... ,g,,)U* where U is a 2 x 2 unitary matrix. 
The numerical range of the 2 x 2 matrix M(U) is an ellipse ([6], Lemma 1.3.3), 
12 and straightforward calculations how that W(M(U)) depends only on lui~ . 
12 12 This yields a third one-parameter family of ellipses ,~ (r), rl = lull , r2 = lul2 
that also fill out the same set. In one limiting case, the ellipse ,~(r)  reduces to 
the line segment from f~gl to ]2g2 and in the other, to the line segment from 
fig2 to f ,g , .  Fig. 2 shows the families ,~(t), if(s), .~(r)  for the case 
fl = 0.73 - 0.76i, f2 = -0.09 + 0.45i, gl = -0.42 - 0.73i, g2 = 0.10 a_ 0.77i. 
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